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World GRID Resources

3

• ~170 sites
• >500k CPU cores
• ~300 PB disk

• ~170 sites
• >500k CPU cores
• ~300 PB disk

Tier-0 (CERN):
• Data recording
• Initial data reconstruction
• Data distribution

Tier-1 (14 centres):
• Permanent storage
• Re-processing
• Analysis

Tier-2  (~160 centres):
• Simulation
• End-user analysis http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/
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PanDA for HEP

PanDA - Production and Distributed Analysis, is a workload management system 
(WMS) and a project, developed for ATLAS experiment at Large Hadron Collider, CERN.
Main features:
1. Single central queue from hundreds of sites for users.
2. Reducing error rate and operational costs at site support level by a system 

launching pilots jobs.
3. Support for different grid middlewares (and their versions) with unified high level 

view of  workflow for users. 
4. Hide from users complexity of low level workflow control automatization.  For 

example, user can submit single task with many input files, and the system in auto 
mode will define how to split task on subtasks, when and where execute them and 
re-run in case of failures.

5. Utilize single PanDA WMS for processing real (experiment) and simulated (event 
generation tasks) data, users analysis and for all other operations with data.

6. Support possibility of integration with cloud infrastructure, HPC, etc.
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Dynamic job definition and workload 
partitioning in PanDA 

HPC
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PanDA at NRC KI (MegaPanDA)
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High Performance second generation cluster HPC2 
with peak performance 122,9 TFLOPS (commissioned 
2011) (10240 cores = 1280 nodes 2х Intel Xeon E5450 
3,00ГГц 4 cores 16 Гб RAM). #2 in 15-th issue of 
Russian top50 Supercomputers

http://top50.supercomputers.ru/?page=rating


Adaptation of bioinformatics tasks

Users, in particular, bioinformatics need some adaptations: 
• Need more then default resources (memory >1-2Gb per job).
• Possibility to run multiple-core or MPI jobs.
• Will work with FTP rather then grid catalog.
• Cannot submit tasks without grid X.509 certificate. 
• Has peaks and declines in overall workload.
• Give support for special software (Bowtie2, Abyss, PALEOMIX).
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Web user interface

Tasks setup interface: easy definition
for distributive, input files, parameters and 
output file names.
Local authentication with OAuth 2.0 (users 
don’t need a certificate).
FTP (or other) storage for user I/O and 
flexible data  transfer system in backend. 

Jobs monitor.

Results from the detailed info page 
(available only for finished tasks) are links to 
the I/O files.
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Ancient DNA analysis

Ancient DNA (aDNA) is DNA isolated from ancient specimens such 
as archaeological an paleontological remains.

Ancient DNA is analyzed from:
– Mummies;
– Organisms preserved in amber;
– Plant materials found in ancient tombs;
– Bacteria;
– Bones;
– Permafrost
– Etc.

Difficulties of DNA analysis:
• DNA degradation;
• DNA contamination
• DNA postmortem mutation
• and etc 

Древние жители Кавказа из раскопок археолога В.Р.Эрлиха 
(Государственный музей искусства народов Востока, Москва). Источник: www.mk.ru
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Data analysis: PALEOMIX

PALEOMIX: Ancient DNA bioinformatics pipeline (

*Schubert et al., (Nature Protocols) 2014 



PALEOMIX pipeline task adaptation

• The PALEOMIX pipeline is a user-friendly package 
designed for Unix-like systems and largely automates the 
analyses related to whole genome re-sequencing. It is 
compatible with a full range of sequence data and 
performs a series of user-defined analyses, including 
read trimming, collapsing of overlapping mate-pairs, 
read mapping, PCR duplicate removal, SNP calling, and 
metagenomic profiling.

• For ancient DNA sequence data, the PALEOMIX pipeline 
also supports the quantification of post-mortem DNA 
damage and standard mis-incorporation and 
fragmentation patterns. Finally, in situations where 
several genomes are available, the PALEOMIX pipeline 
can reconstruct Maximum Likelihood phylogenomic 
trees and reveal the evolutionary phylogenetic 
relationships among taxa.

• The PALEOMIX pipeline has been developed by 
researchers from Ludovic Orlando’s group at the Centre 
for GeoGenetics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark. 
The software and related documentation is available at 
https://github.com/MikkelSchubert/paleomix
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Optimized PALEOMIX pipeline
The portal fits standard PanDA 
computational scheme and shows most 
efficiency for compute-intensive tasks 
that could be split into many sub-jobs 
to be computed in parallel. To hide 
execution complexity and manual 
routines from end-users we introduced 
and seamlessly integrated into the 
portal original pipelines control system, 
that automatically (and without user 
prompt) split input data, prepare and 
run sub-tasks as ordinary PanDA jobs 
and merge results. 
So we assume that every pipeline 
contains several steps (as tasks), each of 
which consists of some server side 
preparation and one or many standard 
PanDA jobs. Steps with many jobs 
executed in parallel-mode by PanDA.
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Ancient mammoth genome sequencing 
pipeline task adaptation

• Next Generation Genome Sequencing (NGS) (DNA sequencing is the process of determining the precise 
order of nucleotides within a DNA molecule).

• Analysis of ancient genomes sequencing data (Mammoths DNA) using popular software pipeline 
PALEOMIX can take a month even running it on the powerful computer resource. PALEOMIX include 
typical set of software used to process NGS data.

• We adapted the PALEOMIX pipeline to run it on a distributed computing environment powered by PanDA. 
• To run pipeline we split input files into chunks which are run separately on different nodes as separate 

inputs for PALEOMIX and finally merge output file, it is very similar to what is done by ATLAS to process 
and to simulate data. 

• Using software tools developed initially for HEP and Grid one can reduce payload execution time for 
Mammoths DNA samples from weeks to days. Performed on data from Genome analysis laboratory at 
NRC “Kurchatov institute”, 350Gb.

…

megaPanDAmegaPanDA

135
chunks

~ 4-5 weeks

~ 2-4 days
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About mammoth

• Woolly mammoths (Mammuthus primigenius Blum.) 
were an evolutionary dead end of genus Mammuthus 
which arose in Africa and migrated to Eurasia almost 
three million years ago. 

• Paleozoologists described as minimum fossils of three 
species in these genera – M. meridionalis (Early 
Pleistocene), M. trogontherii (Middle Pleistocene) and 
M. primigenius (Late Pleistocene). Woolly mammoth 
appeared 300 – 200 thousands years ago in Siberia 
and after that colonized Europe and North America. 

• The latest mammoth population disappeared on St. 
Paul Island 6 kyr ago and Vrangel Island 4 kyr ago 
because of inbreeding and loss of genetic diversity. 
Novel methods of ancient DNA provide significant 
abilities for genomic analysis of extinct species such as 
Pleistocene megafauna species.
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Woolly mammoth calf known as 
Khroma (who was excavated in 
October 2008 in the Khroma River, 
Yana-Indigirka lowland, Yakutia, 
Eastern Siberia (Russia); the 
specimen’s AMS age was at 
background levels, that is >50,000 
years ). 

Фото: Mammothportal.com

About mammoth (2)
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Conclusion and future plans

Problems and needs launching users pipelines tasks for bioinformatics are described. Used 
developed at NRC KI interfaces and portal for launching task by means of PanDA WMS, initially 
developed to support HEP experiment ATLAS at LHC, CERN.

We performed the adaptation of the PALEOMIX pipeline to a distributed computing environment 
powered by PanDA for Ancient Mammoths DNA samples. We used PanDA to manage computational 
tasks on a multi-node parallel supercomputer. 

The approbation was performed on an ancient  mamoth DNA sequencing task, for which the total 
computational time  dramatically reduced from several weeks to 3-4 days.  This  includes decreasing 
the total computation time because of jobs brokering, submission and auto resubmission of failed 
ones by means of PanDA, which also demonstrated it earlier for the HEP applications in the Grid. 

Thus using software tools developed initially for HEP and Grid can reduce computation time for 
bioinformatics tasks such as PALEOMIX pipeline for Ancient Mammoths DNA samples from weeks to 
days.  This approach allows performing compute-intensive sciences workflows (as HEP, 
bioinformatics, astrophysics, etc.) using joined compute powers of different infrastructures.
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Thank you for attention!
Questions?

novikov@wdcb.ru
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Архитектура PanDA WMS
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